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Proof. It is clear from the definition that for Z, 4 Z, and |Zj| <R,\Z2\ <R,
. !e,-if KK/<?*>27=2 iR'~l l*y+*-il'/*y+*-i' then clearly Dk~l^z) is univalent for |Z| < R, hence the lemma.
3. Zero-free disks for D f(z). Boas and Reddy [5] , the radius of zero free disks tends to zero when p > 2. From this it follows easily that lim mík\fj, = 1/5 < ß.
We would like to point out here that there exist entire functions f(z) (cf.
[l0]) for which zeros of D f(z) can be determined with precision. 
